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With the help of a smooth-talking cat, a family of Parisian cats who are to inherit a fortune from their owner try to get home after being jealous. Having seized the moment when Kolen was about to throw the cat from the tower, Pafnutiy, with agility surprising for his size, jumped onto Sienkiewicz's shoulders. He could hardly contain his

laughter, knowing well the habits of a cat, but, in order to finally amuse the reader, he added: â€œExcuse me, monsieur, but this house is a hundred heads richer than yours. Sienkiewicz graciously agreed with him and on the same night took the winning cat to Paris. "Are you human or not? Crazy kittens, not cats!" he lashed out at the servants
who informed him of the victory. Protecting the master's property, the corvette captain decided to bring the cat to Poland and for one thing he saw what the city was like. Colin de Sienkiewicz turned out to be an amazing speaker and his speeches aroused great interest among the locals. Pafnut began to speak Polish with such ease that he soon
spoke the Sienkiewicz language. Sienkiewicz was pleased with his improvisation, especially since in Poland Sienkiewicz could find a job and explain to the local population that his master had many titles in Poland and that the highest honor a nobleman could receive was to be called Pan Sienkiewicz. Because of the proximity to the house, the
owner threatened every evening to throw the cat from the tower. Sienkiewicz got tired of enduring, and he invented a story that Pafsha was invented by his Polish cousin, whose estate was just under this tower. Saint-Clair, unaware of the dastardly ruse, nonetheless gave his guest an opportunity to show off before the public. Seneca the buoyant

did not have to wait long for an opportunity. His neighbor, Pan Benedict, got carried away with small talk and was taken by surprise. "Here is a cat that is courteous, neat and, moreover, like yours, will circle anyone around the finger!" he told Colin, pointing to the cat. He did not know how to thank Senke the violent, and his cunning was a
success as well as possible. Before the owner had time to threaten to let Pafshka down from the tower on a rope, he was already standing on the other side and meowing, invitingly showing his beautiful velvet fur. Nothing to Benedict
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